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Vaccine rollout for K-12 employees questioned
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OUR MISSION
The mission of the Education
Division of Buckeye
Community Hope Foundation
is to establish strong public
community schools by
adhering to quality
authorizing practices, ensuring
responsible oversight, and
setting high standards for
school performance.

OUR VISION
The Education Division’s vision
is strong communities of
healthy, well-educated
students, and a future in which
all students have access to a
high quality public education.
Ohio thrives as increasing
numbers of schools graduate
students equipped to assume
a positive role in society.
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About two weeks after Governor Mike DeWine announced
implementation of phase two of Ohio’s COVID immunization plan,
which includes primary and secondary school teachers and staﬀ, the
Ohio 8 Coalition representing administrators and union leaders from
the state’s eight largest urban areas sent a memo questioning the
mandate and March 1 deadline for a return to in-person classes.
They expressed concern that full immunization is not achieved until
seven to ten days after a second dose is administered and that
vaccinations for school staﬀ are not scheduled to begin until Feb. 1.
“We acknowledge and are grateful that K-12 was included in a priority
group,” the memo said. “As you have stated, however, Ohio has fewer
vaccines than those in populations who are currently eligible for it.
And although that will change in the coming months, it is clear that
there are not enough vaccines available to protect even a simple
majority of educators prior to the March 1 deadline.”

State testing dates for 2021-2022 released
The state testing dates for the 2021-2022 school year are now available
on the Ohio Department of Education’s website. Based on district
feedback, the state test windows for the fall 2021 third-grade English
language arts and high school end-of-course tests have each been
extended by one week. The summer 2022 third-grade English
language arts and high school end-of-course tests have been moved to
earlier in the summer than traditionally oﬀered. Access state testing
dates online at:
http://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Testing/Test-Dates/2021-2022Testing-Dates

New members join Ed board; leadership unchanged
BOARD MEMBER
CRITICIZED FOR
PARTICIPATION IN
PRO-TRUMP RALLY
IN D.C.
State Board of Education
member Kirsten Hill is taking
heat for her participation in the
rally in support of President
Donald Trump in Washington,
D.C. on January 6 that turned
into a riot and led to death and
destruction.
A local Tea Party group she
leads – Totally Engaged
Americans – organized a “Fight
for President Trump” bus trip
promoted on the now-defunct
website wildprotest.com.
Hill condemned the violence
and said her participation was
limited to listening to President
Trump’s speech, walking to the
Capitol, praying and waving
the American flag.
Among those criticizing Hill’s
participation were two state
senators -- Teresa Fedor (DToledo) and Minority Leader
Kenny Yuko (D-Richmond
Heights) – and the president of
the Ohio Education
Association, Ohio’s largest
teachers’ union.

The State Board of Education welcomed several new members who
were sworn in at the January meeting:
✦ Diana Fessler, of Bellefontaine, elected in November to represent
District 1 (replacing Linda Haycock);
✦ Christina Collins, of Medina, elected to represent District 5
(replacing Lisa Woods);
✦ Michelle Newman, of Newark, elected to represent District 9
(replacing term-limited member Stephanie Dodd);
✦ Brendan Shea, of London, elected to represent District 10
(replacing Nick Owens); and,
✦ John Timothy Miller, of Akron, appointed by Governor Mike
DeWine (replacing Rep. Sarah Fowler Arthur).
At-large member Laura Kohler will continue to serve as board chair,
while Charlotte McGuire, representing District 3, will continue as
vice president.
Kohler will continue to support Ohio’s strategic plan for education
and hopes to add committees on legislation and finance to more
actively engage with state lawmakers.

Report focuses on adverse childhood experiences
More than two-thirds of Ohioans have been exposed to adverse
childhood experiences (ACEs) – including emotional abuse, substance
abuse by a household member and parental divorce -- according to a
report recently released by the Health Policy Institute of Ohio.
“Exposure to ACEs is a
pervasive problem
aﬀecting many children
in Ohio and across the
country,” the Institute’s
policy brief said.
“National data and
analysis provide clear
evidence that ACEs
exposure is linked to
poor health and wellbeing through
adulthood, including disrupted neurodevelopment, social problems,
disease, disability and premature death.”
The analysis was based on data from the 2015 Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System.
Access an Institute fact sheet on ACEs online at:
https://www.healthpolicyohio.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/
ACEs_FactSheet1.pdf
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CHILDREN’S
BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH SERVICES
REVIEWED
Tasked with providing
guidance to the Ohio
Department of Medicaid
(ODM), an advisory council is
playing a key role in the
development of OhioRISE – a
new service delivery system for
people 21 years of age and
younger with complex
behavioral health.
The OhioRISE Advisory
Council will work with the
vendor selected to oversee the
system which could serve
50,000 to 60,000 youth in the
first year. ODM has received
applications for the contract
but has not yet selected a
vendor.
In addition to working closely
with ODM, the vendor will
engage with a variety of
government and community
entities including Family and
Children First Councils, courts,
behavioral health providers
and children services agencies.
The system will provide
wraparound services through a
network of care management
entities.

Coalition calls for virtual testimony at House,
Senate hearings
A coalition of 75 groups – representing a wide variety of interests,
from the environment and criminal justice, to education and
healthcare – is encouraging leaders in the Ohio House of
Representatives and Senate to allow virtual testimony to be oﬀered at
legislative committee
hearings and to
mandate face masks at
the Statehouse.
The coalition sent a
letter to House
Speaker Bob Cupp (RLima) and Senate
President Matt
Huﬀman (R-Lima) arguing that failure to allow stakeholders to testify
virtually during the COVID pandemic excludes many from the
democratic process. The coalition also held a virtual press
conference to increase visibility of its request.
“People should be reassured that written testimony carries just as
much weight as in-person testimony,” said John Forney, a Senate
Republican spokesperson. Speaker Cupp said that virtual testimony
poses logistical challenges but that discussions continue on the issue.

Supreme Court takes on school gun case
A lawsuit that seems to be never-ending has now reached the highest
court in the state with the Supreme Court addressing the high-profile
case over whether armed school staﬀ must meet the same training
requirements as police oﬃcers working in schools.
In its first oral
arguments of 2021,
justices heard from
those in support for
and against an
appellate court ruling
against the Madison
Local School District
that state laws require
all armed school
personnel to complete
basic peace oﬃcer training or 20 years of active duty.
Among those testifying in favor of the district was Deputy Solicitor
General Kyser Blakely representing state Attorney General Dave
Yost.
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WELL-BEING
TOOLBOX
PROVIDES
VALUABLE
RESOURCES
The Ohio Department of
Education and Ohio
Department of Mental Health
and Addition Services have
added suicide and intervention
resources to, and changed the
name of, Supporting the Social,
Emotional and Behavioral
Health of Staff and Students to
Student and Staff Well-Being
Toolbox.
The toolbox explores the social,
emotional and behavioral
considerations schools and
districts can reflect upon for the
current school year and
addresses the following topics:
✦ Building and sustaining
relationships
✦ Adult self-care during
COVID-19 and beyond (new
resources added);
✦ Building resiliency through
social and emotional
learning;
✦ Supporting behavior;
✦ Trauma-sensitive practices;
✦ Grief; and,
✦ Suicide awareness and
prevention (newly added)
Access the toolbox online at:
http://education.ohio.gov/
Topics/Reset-and-Restart/
Student-and-Staff-Well-BeingToolkit

Importance of family outreach increases with
distance learning
Building, maintaining and strengthening relationships with students’
families is a high priority at the SMART Academy, a K-4 school in
Garfield Heights with a student population that’s 100 percent
economically disadvantaged.
Superintendent Robert Aitken understands the significant problems
faced by families who live in poverty during “normal” times, as well as
the added stress and economic impact of the COVID pandemic. He
also recognizes the challenges his teachers and students face as they
have shifted from traditional in-person teaching and learning to
remote.
That perspective served as the
basis for the decision to create
and fill a new position – family
and community liaison – to
strength the support provided to
families and allow teachers to
maintain their focus on
academics.
“The family and community
liaison position is a great addition
to the team,” Aitken said. “Under the supervision of our director of
student relations, Ms. (Hailey) Trubey, we’re simply integrating Mrs.
(Susan) Orloﬀ into our outreach eﬀorts as opposed to introducing a
new concept. Instead of teachers and other staﬀ reaching out to our
families in addition to their other responsibilities, we now have a
member of the team who is dedicated to the task.”
Grants and Title 1 funding have allowed for the purchase of
additional Chromebooks – enough to provide one for every student.
The school has provided hotspots to families as needed, and Orloﬀ
has helped students and parents get connected and trouble-shoot
other technical problems. But her assistance hasn’t stopped there.
“It comes as little surprise that our families are experiencing high
levels of stress with the pandemic and distance learning,” Aitken said.
“Part of Mrs. Orloﬀ ’s role is community outreach – seeking
partnerships, like the one we have with the Children’s Hunger
Alliance – and connecting families with needed resources. A big part
of our messaging to families is: we’ll get through this pandemic and
the challenges of distance learning … it will be okay.”
Orloﬀ uses Kickboard – a tool that collects and analyzes data
regarding student academic and behavioral performance – to share
what she learns about individual students through her outreach.
Continued on pg. 5
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Family outreach — continued

FROM THE OHIO
SCHOOL SAFETY
CENTER
A new report – Enhancing
School Safety Using a Threat
Assessment Model – provides
steps for establishing a team,
determining concerning
behaviors, promoting
behaviors, promoting safe
school climates, and
conducting training for school
stakeholders is available online
at:
https://
content.govdelivery.com/
attachments/OHOHS/
2020/12/15/file_attachments/
1626809/
USSS_NTAC_Enhancing_Schoo
l_Safety_Guide_7.11.18.pdf
The Ohio Suicide Prevention
Foundation offers an evidencebased virtual suicide prevention
training for K-12 educators and
staff. Create an account with
enrollment key: ospfstaff and
access the training online at:
https://
www.kognitocampus.com/

Aitken can access the information and share it at weekly
administrative and all-staﬀ meetings.
“One thing I’ve learned over the years is that every parent cares
about their child’s education – they want their kids to be prepared to
excel in life,” Aitken said. “We care, too, and our families recognize
and appreciate it. Dedicating a member of our team to better
understanding student and family needs, and providing assistance,
further demonstrates our commitment.”

Sweet success: first student graduates
Ask any teacher or administrator about the greatest reward of their
work and you’ll hear two common responses: that “ah-ha” moment
when a student grasps a concept or lesson they’ve struggled with, and
seeing students graduate. Those moments are more than gratifying;
they are also measures of success.
That’s certainly the case for
North Shore High School, a
dropout prevention and recovery
school serving at-risk teens and
young adults located in Garfield
Heights. Currently in its first
year of operations, the school
recently celebrated its first
graduate.
Courtney Booth enrolled last fall
not knowing what she needed to
graduate. The staﬀ evaluated her
transcript and helped her create a
success plan. She was able to
complete those requirements and earn her high school diploma.
“We celebrated Courtney’s achievement at the school during her
lunch break from work,” Principal Joe Kilbane said. “Her success will
hopefully serve to motivate other students who have faced personal
challenges that slowed or halted their paths to graduation.”
The first year that a school opens its doors to students is always a
challenge but doing so during a global pandemic is even harder!
Kilbane and his staﬀ share a passion for serving the under-served and
are committed to helping their students achieve academic success
and cross the K-12 finish line.
“Our students understand that when it comes to doing the work, it’s
on them,” Kilbane said. “But they need support. They need

Continued on pg.6
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Sweet success — continued

SCHOOL SAFETY
CENTER — continued

assistance to overcome their personal challenges. It’s our
responsibility to identify the barriers each student faces and to help
address them.”

The National Association of
School Psychologists offers a
webinar geared towards threat
assessment during remote
learning. The webinar is prerecorded and available online
at:
https://www.nasponline.org/
resources-and-publications/
resources-and-podcasts/
covid-19-resource-center/
webinar-series/behavioralthreat-assessment-in-thevirtual-environment

Recognizing that students
have diﬀerent needs and
learning styles, North Shore
oﬀers in-person, remote
and hybrid learning
opportunities. Online
curriculum is available to all
students but isn’t the best
option for some. Students’ reading comprehension levels and work
ethic are key factors when it comes to finding the right fit most likely
to result in academic success.
“I also teach English,” Kilbane said, “so I see first-hand that some
students are focused on their schoolwork and determined to
graduate. Others are doing the bare minimum, in many cases
because of competing priorities like supporting their families. We all
reach out to those who are struggling to help them overcome barriers
to success.”
There’s nearly 100 percent agreement among those who teach at-risk
students that building trust is an essential first step. One of
Kilbane’s favorite professional development courses oﬀers the best
advice on building relationships: be nice.
“We try to convey to every student that we truly care – that we want
to understand their individual needs and help meet them,” Kilbane
said. “There are problems we simply can’t solve, like the death of
family members and friends, and the resulting grief. But we can
listen, empathize, and identify solutions to problems we can address.”
North Shore currently serves about 120 students, an impressive
number for a school in its first year of existence. COVID has
created marketing challenges for schools, limiting participation in
community events. Last summer, North Shore invited prospective
students and their families to the school, serving food outdoors and
conducting COVID-safe building tours.
Housed in a building previously home to a Catholic elementary
school, the school is located in an economically depressed
community. Like North Shore, its neighbors are also committed to
serving disadvantaged populations including Opportunity House,
which provides supportive housing for 18 to 24 year old homeless
youth, and Boys Hope Girls Hope Northeast Ohio, which nurtures
Continued on pg. 7
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Sweet success — continued

RemotEDx
SUBGRANTS
AVAILABLE
A new funding opportunity is
available from RemotEDx,
Ohio’s suite of remote learning
supports. This latest subgrant
from RemotEDx is aimed at
building and strengthening
education and industry
partnerships to increase the
number of students earning
industry-recognized
credentials.
The subgrant is available to
workforce development
groups that partner with an
educational service center,
school, district or consortium
of schools or districts to help
students continue their
education through earning
industry-recognized
credentials. Applicants have
until Feb. 12, 2021 to apply for
grant awards of up to
$150,000.
Learn more online at:
https://remotedx.infohio.org/
funding

and guides motivated young people to become successful, thriving
adults.
“We’ve built partnerships with our neighbors, including the church
that previously operated an elementary school in our building,”
Kilbane said. “We have a shared commitment to helping at-risk
teens and young adults succeed.”
Students who attend dropout prevention and recovery schools
generally face a host of personal challenges, including poverty. Many
North Shore students are Black, a segment of the population hit
particularly hard by the COVID pandemic and highly engaged in
demands for social justice.
“Some of our students live in survival mode,” Kilbane said. “It’s our
job to provide much-needed support. We look for teachable
moments and ways to oﬀer encouragement. It’s hard work, but it’s
also very rewarding.”

Grads proudly serve in the United States Navy

Congratulations to two Horizon Science Academy (HSA) Lorain
students – Ellie Torres and A’ngela Navarro – who decided to put
college plans on hold to begin an exciting adventure: service in the
U.S. Navy!
Both young ladies recently completed Navy boot camp, maintaining
their enthusiasm and commitment despite frustrating but necessary
new restrictions including an additional two-week quarantine due to
COVID-19. Teachers describe both graduates as natural leaders
who have persevered to overcome challenges and adversity.
HSA Lorain teachers and staﬀ are proud of the two new sailors and
wish them the best of luck through their proud military service and
beyond.
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EDUCATION
BUDGET CUTS
EASED
Against the backdrop of better
than expected state tax
receipts, Governor Mike
DeWine announced a reversal
of $260 million in planned
budget cuts.
Under his executive order, the
Office of Budget and
Management (OBM) will
allocate withheld General
Revenue Fund appropriations
to the departments of
Education and the Higher
Education, $160 million and
$100 million, respectively.
“In the springtime, the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on
the global economy, and on
Ohio’s revenues, was dire.
With this, reductions were
made to the state’s biennial
budget,” Governor. DeWine
said. “With this Executive
Order, we are finalizing current
year budget reductions at
$390 million across all
agencies, which is less than the
cuts implemented last year.”
Total tax receipts for the first
half of fiscal year 2021 were
3.7 percent higher than OBM’s
estimates.

UPCOMING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT EVENTS
We are excited by the high level of participation in
professional development this school year! School leaders
should take note that this month you will receive Buckeye
Community Hope Foundation’s (BCHF) annual needs
assessment -- a brief survey to help plan professional
development activities for the 2021-2022 school year. Check
out the following BCHF professional development easy-toaccess sessions. With the exception of online courses, all
2020-2021 sessions are oﬀered virtually via Zoom.
NEW SCHOOL LEADERS’ NETWORK – February 9,
4 to 5:30 p.m.
This series of network meetings will support a new or “new to
the position” school leader throughout the year, covering
topics of interest to all school leaders: testing; legislation;
culture; special education; teacher evaluation; data;
recruitment and retention of staﬀ. Plan to attend any or all
sessions; register for sessions individually.
Register online at:
https://newleaders3.eventarc.net/e/44403
BEST PRACTICES IN REMOTE LEARNING: All
About Engagement -- February 10, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
This seminar is a continuing series of sessions targeted at
improvement of remote learning. In this particular session, we
will cover specific engagement strategies for remote learning.
Participants are encouraged to join in any or all of the series!
Register online at:
https://remotelearning4.eventarc.net/e/44404
STUDENT VOICE BOOK SERIES Meeting #4 –
February 11, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
This session is the next in BCHF’s series of combination book
talk/writing challenges for secondary students and teachers.
Books that are used will focus on the important conversations
in our country regarding equity and race. The sessions will
take place virtually and will include guidance on the writing
challenge focusing on one of the book choices, as well as
discussions and conversations about the books. Students may
only attend with their teachers.
Register online at:
https://studentvoice4.eventarc.net/e/44405
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT online course via
Moodle – February 15 through March 15
This course will examine the research regarding what works
and what does not. The focus will be on expanding the
teacher’s toolkit of eﬀective strategies, as well as looking at the
Continued on pg. 9
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COMPLIANCE
UPDATE
Racial balance assessment
In order to comply with
admission procedures required
under ORC 3314.06, governing
authorities must access schools'
racial balance on a regular basis
comparatively to the local
district and ensure marketing
plans do not contradict the
authorizer agreement. The
racial balance assessment
requires a comparison of the
school's demographics to the
host district. If there are
significant differences in the
demographics, then there
should be a discussion about
the school's marketing practices
to ensure inclusiveness.
Questions? Please contact your
school’s sponsor representative.
Board packets and signed
board minutes
With many charter school
boards holding meetings
remotely, it is important to stay
on top of submitting board
packets and signed board
minutes in a timely fashion.
There are various free PDF
conversion apps, such as Genius
Scan and Scannerpro, on the
market that can make this task
easier! If you have any technical
questions regarding submitting
these documents, please
contact your school’s sponsor
representative.

UPCOMING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT EVENTS —continued
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT — continued
attitudes and actions that lead to success. The course
emphasizes a proactive approach to avoid problems in the first
place including designing engaging lessons, organization,
building relationships and time management. Eﬀective
strategies to deal with problems when they occur will also be
addressed.
Register online at:
https://classmanagement.eventarc.net/e/44406
USING GOOGLE TOOLS online course via Google
Classroom – rescheduled date: February 15 through
March 15
Many schools and teachers use Google Tools in their remote
instruction. This online course, presented over the span of one
month in four weekly modules, will explore the use of Google
Tools in classroom instruction. Participants will create or
revise a Google Classroom set up and will add to their "toolkit"
by exploring Google add-ons and related tools. Please note
that this course does not lead to Google certification.
Register online at:
https://usinggoogletools.eventarc.net/e/44398
EARLY LITERACY NETWORK MEETING –
February 18, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
The Early Literacy Network in an opportunity for K-5
teachers, coaches, reading specialists and educators to share
best practices in literacy education. Each network session will
be devoted to a pertinent topic in literacy. In addition,
discussion will share strategies for improving English language
arts instruction in classrooms and schools! Register for any or
all sessions to participate in fun and learning about literacy!
Register online at:
https://earlyliteracy3.eventarc.net/e/44408
K-8 MATH NETWORK MEETING – February 24,
4 to 5:30 p.m.
The K-8 Mathematics Network is a community of educators
sharing best practices in mathematics education. This network
will discuss updates, trends and best practices for mathematics
educators. A portion of each meeting will focus on sharing
ideas and relevant topics to the world of mathematics. This
network is open to anyone aﬃliated with schools sponsored by
BCHF who work with students in grades K-8.

Register online at:
https://mathnetwork3.eventarc.net/e/44409
Continued on pg. 10
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COMPLIANCE
UPDATE
State fire marshal -- school
drills and fire safety during
COVID-19
The Ohio State Fire Marshall has
released an informative FAQ.
Please visit the fire marshal
website at
https://www.com.ohio.gov/fire/
SchoolDrills.aspx for answers to
questions that will help you
maintain compliance.
Questions about the information
contained in the FAQ? Contact
the Department of Commerce
Code Enforcement Bureau by
phone at 614-728-5460 or toll
free at 888-276-0303 or by email
at
sfm_codeenf@com.state.oh.us.

UPCOMING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT EVENTS —continued
SPECIAL EDUCATION UPDATE #5 – Wednesday,
March 9, 3 to 5:30 p.m.
This meeting is the next in a series of update sessions on topics
in special education. Sessions are a networking for a
community of practitioners from BCHF-sponsored schools to
share in discussion of best practices. At this particular session,
we will focus on IEP goals and high leverage practices to
progress monitor and meet those goals.
Register online at:
https://spedupdate5.eventarc.net/e/44432
REACHING ALL CHILDREN THROUGH
EQUITABLE MEANS–March 10, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
This series explores how the interaction of one’s biases aﬀects
instruction and learning in the classroom and the ability to
build supportive relationships with students of color and those
who are culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD). The issue
of race and culturally responsive education is complex and
requires multiple opportunities to help us grow and develop.
Topics include but are not limited to: parent engagement;
recognition and reduction of prejudice; and, eﬀective,
culturally responsive teaching practices. School leaders,
teachers and others may participate in any or all sessions
oﬀered.
Register online at:
https://teachingforequity4.eventarc.net/e/44433
DATA LITERACY: VALUE ADDED MEASURES
online course via Moodle – March 15 through April 15
Ohio uses value-added calculations to show student growth.
This month-long course will go over basic calculations used to
calculate student growth. We will explain the Gain (MMR) vs.
the Predictive (URM) models. The learner will be able to read
value-added reports and be able to use the information to
adjust instruction. We will also have a brief preview of the new
EVAAS screens. Please note that, as of this writing, Ohio
plans to release value added scores again in Spring 2021 based
on two years of data.
Register online at:
https://dataliteracy.eventarc.net/e/44434
BCHF provides all workshops and seminars without cost to personnel
from its sponsored schools. However, a minimum number of registrants
may be required for a seminar to proceed and BCHF reserves the right
to cancel or postpone programs due to low enrollment.
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COVID vaccine update
By Stephanie Klupinski, Vice President of Legal Aﬀairs
COVID-19 vaccinations are rolling out across the
nation and here in Ohio, while increasing
numbers of schools are planning partial or full
returns to buildings. This is a huge step forward
but also brings a host of important new questions
for schools to consider. Should schools require
vaccinations for any employee planning to
return? Can they require them?
These questions can put schools in the diﬃcult
position of balancing the rights of individual
employees and the safety of the overall school
environment. To help schools think through
these issues, Buckeye Community Hope
Foundation (BCHF) is pleased to provide some
background on the issues involved. Please note
that this information is current as of January 25,
2021. Information is
constantly changing and
being updated. Also,
nothing in this article
should be construed as
legal advice, but rather
issues to consider. It is
imperative that schools
consult with their own
counsel on legal issues
related to vaccinations.
Can employers require
that their employees
get the COVID-19 vaccines?
In general, yes, but there are important and
notable exceptions. Schools need to check with
their attorneys to understand the exceptions
allowed under state and federal law. Also, part of
the analysis may depend on the type of employer.
For example, it makes more sense for a nursing
home to require its employees to get vaccinated
than it does for a company whose employees all
work remotely. Schools would likely be
considered more akin to nursing homes in these
situations, as they are higher-risk environments
with lots of diﬀerent people coming together.

What are some possible exceptions?
One exception comes under the Americans with
Disabilities Act (“ADA”), which prevents
employers from discriminating against employees
with disabilities. A school cannot, with some
exceptions, discriminate against an employee
who has a medical condition that prevents the
employee from getting the vaccine. The school
must oﬀer a reasonable accommodation unless
doing so presents an undue hardship on the
school. Given that most schools are oﬀering
some form of remote learning for the rest of the
year, one reasonable accommodation might be to
allow the employee to work remotely.
Some employees may also be able to avoid a
mandatory vaccination requirement due to a
sincerely held
religious belief.
This protection
comes from Title
VII of the Civil
Rights Act of
1964. The belief
must be a
sincerely held
religious belief
and not just a
personal
preference or
general distrust of
science. In one California case, a vegan employee
refused to take the mumps vaccine required by
his employer because the vaccine had been tested
on animals. The employee argued that his
veganism occupied a position in his life like a
traditional religious belief, but the court
disagreed, explaining that veganism reflects a
moral and secular, rather than religious,
philosophy.
When an employee does object to a vaccination
due to a sincerely held religious belief, employers
need to provide a reasonable accommodation
Continued on pg. 12
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COVID vaccine — continued
unless doing so creates an undue hardship to the
employer. As noted in the Salgado and Anelli
article cited below, one unanswered question is
how courts will determine undue hardships
during this deadly global pandemic: “[W]ill the
EEOC and other state fair employment agencies
treat this as business as usual and apply a flurelated legal analysis or will the inquiry be
broader and include not only the employer’s
undue hardship, but public health and safety
concerns as well?” Stay tuned.
This is not a complete list of possible exceptions
to mandatory vaccinations, so check with your
attorney. But hopefully these examples help
highlight some of the situations in which schools
cannot force employees to get vaccinated.
What type of documentation is needed for
some of the exceptions listed above?
An employer is permitted to ask questions or
request medical
documentation to
determine if an employee
has a disability as defined
by the ADA. An
employer may also request
supporting information if
an employee requests a
religious accommodation
and the employer has an
objective basis for
questioning the religious
nature or the sincerity of a
belief, practice or
observation. As always,
schools should work with their counsel when
requesting documentation from employees.
What if an employee does not have a valid
reason for objecting to a vaccine … Can a
school terminate the employee?
If an employee refuses to get the COVID-19
vaccine and does not oﬀer one of the above or
other legally valid reasons to avoid vaccination,
BCHF strongly urges schools to use extreme
caution before making any adverse employment
decisions. Even if you might legally be able to
BCHF Sponsor Update — Feb. 2021

terminate the employee, there are many other
reasons why you might want to work to retain
the staﬀ member. Talk with your counsel.
BCHF will continue providing updates on these
issues. If you have suggestions for future articles
like this or want additional resources, please
contact BCHF’s vice president of legal aﬀairs,
Stephanie Klupinski, at
sklupinski@buckeyehope.org.
Sources:
“Can Employers Require Employees to be
Vaccinated Against COVID-19?” in the National
Law Review, November 25, 2020, available at:
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/canemployers-require-employees-to-be-vaccinatedagainst-covid-19.
“What You Should Know About COVID-19 and
the ADA, the Rehabilitation Act, and Other
EEO Laws, by the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity
Commission,”
Updated on December
16, 2020, available at
https://www.eeoc.gov/
wysk/what-you-shouldknow-about-covid-19and-ada-rehabilitationact-and-other-eeo-laws
“Employment
Discrimination Claims
related to Vaccination
Refusal – Religious
Beliefs,” by Tanya
Salgado and James P. Anelli, White and Williams
LLP, December 10, 2020, available at https://
www.whiteandwilliams.com/resources-alertsReligious-Employment-Discrimination-ClaimsRelated-to-Vaccination-Refusal.html.
Webinar, “The COVID-19 Vaccine – Legal and
Practical Implications,” held on January 13, 2021,
presented by the Littler law firm.
1

Friedman v. Southern California Permanente Medical
Group, 125 Cal. Rptr. 2d 663 (Cal. App. 2002).
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SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
Welcoming newcomers during COVID-19
By Bev Good, Ph.D., ESL Consultant

In December 2020, I participated in a quarterly
conversation with the Oﬃce of Refugee Advisory
Committee (ORAC) which is comprised of
representatives from Ohio who share issues of
employment, health, law enforcement and education
related to newcomers to the U.S. I learned that under
the new Biden administration the number of
newcomers to the U.S. is expected to increase from
15,000 to about 100,000 – the same number as seen
during the Obama administration. As a result, Ohio
will likely see a greater range of diverse languages.
When additional newcomers begin to
resettle in Ohio, educators must be
aware of the trauma and stress of our
new families. Schools should make a
strong eﬀort to learn about new
languages and cultures, and help
families integrate into a new life. The
following story is based on the issues that
newcomers face and suggests ideas for
school and family collaboration to
support student learning.
Imagine you are a newcomer to the
U.S. Maybe you arrived from Burma or the
Democratic Republic of Congo or Afghanistan.
Currently, the majority of Ohio newcomers are
coming from these three countries. If you are
lucky, your family was permitted to join you in
the U.S. Some newcomers are only permitted
to make the journey alone. They can hope that
they will someday be able to see their loved
ones. In any case, you need to learn English
and you need housing. You don’t know it yet,
but you also need to develop digital and
financial literacies. Oh, and you need to earn
some money to support you and your family
and to repay the U.S. government for the
airfare to the U.S. In short, you need a job.
Your children need to enroll in school. And
you probably are beginning to realize that you
BCHF Sponsor Update — Feb. 2021

need warmer clothes than the few items you
and your children were able to bring on the
flight. You don’t know anyone, except the
seemingly friendly people who met you at the
airport when you arrived. In fact, you will get
to know and depend upon those people over
the next weeks and months. They will do their
best to help you with all of the things you need
to do and learn, from housing to literacies to
employment to school enrollment. Those
weeks will go quickly, and before you feel that
you and your family are ready,
even your new friends from the
refugee agency will no longer be
permitted to provide assistance.
Their time with newcomers is
limited, and you are, once again,
left to your own devices.
You must trust this new culture,
and, if you are fortunate, you will
be able to retain your
employment. Your children are
enrolled in school, however,
because of a disease, COVID,
they call it, the children are learning at home.
There is something called “provisional
identification” that provides a program of
English language development for your
children. A teacher from the school that your
children attend has reached out to you and
your family, in much the same way that the
refugee agency did at the beginning of your
time in the U.S. The teachers, and some others
from the school, genuinely seem to want to
help your children. They have indicated that
they will extend a hand of care.
Your children, all four of them, ages 2 to 16,
don’t fully understand why they had to leave
Continued on pg. 14
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Newcomers — continued
their home, or why they had to leave friends and
relatives. The older children are overtly angry
with you, their parents, for making them leave
everything they know and care about. The
younger children are simply filled with fear. They
weep daily. They complain of headaches. They
are not sleeping well. They ask when they can go
home, and they do not understand when you
explain, “This is your home.” The children
observe their parents in diﬃcult situations trying
to make good decisions but seeing one’s parents
overcome with fear instills fear in children. In
short, you and your family are suﬀering from
trauma, and compounding matters, the
immigrant community is rife with rumors about
COVID, layering yet more trauma upon an
already stressed family. More than anything, you
want success in this new place for your family, but
the stress and anxiety magnifies the current lack
of success. What you and your family desperately
need is a sense of self-eﬃcacy to handle the
changes to their lives.
When you spoke with one of the
teachers from your child’s school, an
interpreter assisted. The purpose of
the phone conversation was to invite
you to a Zoom meeting. The meeting
is to help your children at home
during remote learning. You realize
that your digital literacy is not at the
level it needs to be, and reluctantly
you admit to the teacher that you are
unable to use the computer given to you by the
refugee agency. Nonetheless, the teacher and
interpreter convince you that you will benefit
from the meeting, and all you need to do is look
for a link in an email and on a certain date and
time, click that link. When trust and
relationships are hard to find, you are willing to
take a leap of faith and try to join the meeting.
You have had the opportunity to chat with others
in your community about “Zoom,” about “links”
and “email,” and while most of your community
uses other resources, “What’s app,” and
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“Instagram,” they assure you that Zoom is ok,
and you should try to follow through.
A couple of days before the meeting, the teacher
and interpreter call again and leave a message
reminding you of the date and time to meet.
This simple gesture helps you take yet another
step toward a relationship with this teacher and
this school. And finally, on the day of the
meeting, you receive a reminder email with the
promised link. Eagerly anticipating the
possibility of learning more about your new
culture and ways to help your children, you click
the link and wait for others to join. Video of
people who look like you appear on your
computer screen. The Zoom guests, like you,
wait in anxious silence. Finally, after what seems
to be an eternity, those familiar voices of the
interpreter and the teacher from the previous
conversations, begin to speak. You are at once
reassured and relieved. During the meeting,
there is a feeling of trust and reliance as you hear
strategies other parents
share about helping their
children at home. They
describe how they created
a learning area in their
tiny homes, how they
identified expectations
and norms for the family
to observe during the day
when children see a
teacher on the computer.
Parents share with each other while the teachers
listen intently to home solutions. By the simple
act of listening, the teacher is honoring and
respecting that families are doing the best they
can with what they have. The teacher is learning
about diﬀerent cultures and norms, and that
information will help her develop and implement
appropriate instruction based on family and
cultural strengths and assets. The teacher is
making connections with families, and families
are connecting with each other.
Continued on pg. 15
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Newcomers — continued

You are most interested in setting up a learning
area, like one described by another parent. The
parent noted that it is best to be flexible, keep it
simple, and no one setting is best. Each family’s
needs and interests are unique. And everyone is
doing what works for their children. This
conversation is empowering. One parent has asked
her children where they want to work, and what
they need. Another parent walked through the
home with her children to find a suitable learning
space. She notes that she may have to change to
another space later or move a chair now to make a
space work, but these are minor issues. At least
the children feel good about their space. After the
loss that children endured during the move to the
U.S., this opportunity for choice and voice gives
them ownership, and everyone on the call respects
that feeling. One parent thinks it’s ok to write
using a book or a tray for a surface or have your
knees on the bed or go outdoors for part of the
day. The teacher chimes in and agrees with this

thought. Another parent uses outdoor space as
well as indoor space for learning. Children read
and write outdoors and are indoors for other
learning.
One parent firmly states that her children need
rules for school time, when the teacher is working
with children. Parents like this idea to create
family norms for learning time, technology sharing
and noise. The parent continues to describe a
“school time” schedule to help everyone in the
family know when learning is occurring, when
technology is in use, and when they must observe
quiet.
Before you know it, an hour has passed, and the
teacher and interpreter are closing the meeting.
You say your thanks for the opportunity to learn
and hope that the teacher has more meetings like
this. You almost feel like you are home again, with
new friends, new ideas, and hope for helping your
family.
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